Copies of the E-Mails of the CSI Members (from different parts of the country) who have raised Questions on the illegal process in which the Election was conducted directly by the President, by passing the Nomination Committee and in violation of CSI Constitution and the Byelaws.

From: Suresh Chandra Bhatia [mailto:drsebhatia1@gmail.com]
Sent: 29 March 2017 11:39 AM
To: Amit Kumar Gupta; President CSI; Vice President; Secretary-CSI Mumbai; Treasurer CSI; nc2016-2017@csi-india.org; RVP1 CSI; RVP5 CSI; RVP6 CSI; RVP2 CSI; rvp3@csi-india.org; rvp4@csi-india.org; DIV1 CSI; div4@csi-india.org; div3@csi-india.org; div5@csi-india.org; div2@csi-india.org; A.K Saini; BalaVenkateswara Sarma Devarakonda
Subject: Re: Please Cast your Valuable Vote for Shri Gautam Mahapatra as Vice President, CSI.

Dear Mr Gupta

Why this & other similar messages are being mailed for Shri G Mohapatra.

The least I can say that more the messages for canvassing, the more it is irritating.

Moreover canvassing & lobbying in NOT repeat NOT permitted under CSI rules.
You must also be aware that the Present Election Process has been cancelled for now for reasons well known.

Dr Suresh Chandra Bhatia  
Fellow, CSI

On Tue, Mar 28, 2017 at 5:46 AM, Amit Kumar Gupta <amit.kumar@rcilab.in> wrote:

With Regards,  
Shri Amit Kumar Gupta  
Scientist  
Research Centre Imarat, DRDO, Ministry of Defence, Govt of India  
HONY. TREASURER, CSI Hyderabad Chapter

From: Dr.DDSarma [mailto:drddsarma@gmail.com]  
Sent: 26 March 2017 03:52 PM  
To: s ramanathan  
Cc: Prof.S Sadagopan; lahiri R N; shyamasundar R.K.; div3@csi-india.org; vinay@ncoretech.com; Debabrata ghosh dastidar; Col Shivraj Kumar; Sanjay Prasad; Parthasarathy Sadagopan; RVP2 CSI; drsubaspani@gmail.com; rvp7@csi-india.org; Uttam Kumar Singh; ved_goel;

Subject: Re: Regarding violation of the CSI Constitution in elections and Questions of Importance to CSI
Dear Shri Ramanathan:
Although yr suggestion is most welcome, its implementation has to be approved by Exe.Com which will never happen.

There is an NC elected by GB to take care of election related matters. It is a constitutional body. As I see, its has 3 eminent persons supported two more - Dr Srinivasan and Dr Viswakarma who are well versed. In the present scenario, it can be expanded to include say Dr Ramani, Prof. Sadagopan, Prof. PVS Rao. Its recommendations should be final and acceptable to all. Will it happen? Dr Sinrinivan (his e-mail) expressed his anguish in that he felt that matters are not transparent.

The statement of Dr Rath one of the present NC members (his e-mail statement a few days back) that he is not responsible for whatever that happens in the present election process, (as it is being handled by the President himself) is not right. He or as a matter the NC should discharge their constitutional responsibility (with due respects to NC) in a free and fair manner. The HQs should not listen to any EC member in this respect. If there is a legal issue who will answer and what answer do they give?

DD Sarma, Fellow, CSI

On Sun, Mar 26, 2017 at 1:47 PM, s ramanathan <ram1951@hotmail.com> wrote:

Dear Prof. Sadagopan,

This is exactly what we have been demanding for the last three years. CSI is fortunate in having several leading lights among its senior members who can take a dispassionate view and resolve the issues. The Exeeccom should avail the services of such members in restoring CSI to its past glory.

Ramanathan

From: Dr. PVS Rao [mailto:dr.pvsrao@gmail.com]
Sent: 26 March 2017 12:43 PM
To: Prof.S Sadagopan
Cc: drddsarma@gmail.com; s ramanathan; lahiri R N; shyamasundar R.K.; div3@csi-india.org; vinay@ncoretech.com; Debabrata ghosh dastidar; Col Shivraj Kumar; Sanjay Prasad; Parthasarathy Sadagopan; RVP2 CSI; dsubaspani@gmail.com; rvp7@csi-india.org; Uttam Kumar Singh; ved_goel; P Sadanandan; Prof James R Isaac; Deepak B Pathak Dr; rvp4@csi-india.org; himansukm@hotmail.com; Akshaya Nayak; Swarnalatha Rao; Naishadh Diwanji; tvkrimur@yahoo.com; anand@persistent.co.in; Jayant Krishna; Mahalingam Sethuraman; Agarwal

Subject: Re: Regarding violation of the CSI Constitution in elections and Questions of Importance to CSI

A self respecting society should not descend to the low levels that seem to have been our fate in the recent past. there should be a decent and generally accepted way out of this. Prof Saini's solution seems to be a very good one and i support it.
Subject: Re: Regarding violation of the CSI Constitution in elections and Questions of Importance to CSI

In the larger interests of everyone can we have 5-Persons (may be from past CSI Presidents) to look into the whole story and get CSI out of this mess say within 4 weeks

Dr S Ramani will be with me on Apr 3 and we both can think of a possible strategy.

Should we pursue this?

With best regards

Sadagopan
-------
Prof S Sadagopan
Director, IIIT- Bangalore
26/C, Electronics City
Bangalore 560 100
India, Tel: +91-80-4140-7777, eMail: ss@iiitb.ac.in
Sent from iPhone 7Plus

Subject: Re: Regarding violation of the CSI Constitution in elections and Questions of Importance to CSI

Dear Shri Ramanathan:

The statement that "I was aghast to come to know from the that the membership database was "controlled by" one Execom member....." is partly correct. This cannot be without the
knowledge/approval of the entire Exe.Com (s). Added, the CSI Hqs under the stewardship of the then Exe.Sec also played its role, if I may say so, in the 'rigging' of the elections. In the recent e-mails, one sitting Exe. member has openly mentioned about passwords mismanagement.

In the think tank meeting at Coimbatore, if you recall, I said that if this is the state of affairs, which CSI member with repute would like to contest and get 'defeated'? The CSI President records only those that suits him.

I donot understand that why when there is an NC to oversee the election process, with two senior members being coopted, the President took over this responsibility?

I feel it is time that CSI had checks and balances. May be a relook at CSI Constituition and bye-laws is also needed.

Dr D D Sarma, Fellow, CSI

On Sat, Mar 25, 2017 at 10:45 PM, s ramanathan <ram1951@hotmail.com> wrote:

Dear Dr. Saini,

I am not getting into the specifics of the issues you have raised.

There are some other points that need to be placed before the senior members:

1. I was aghast to come to know from the HQ that the membership database was "controlled by" one Execom member and I was told that this had been the practice for quite some time. This perhaps explains the massive infusion of fake data and wilful compromise of passwords alleged by several members in the elections in 2015. Successive nominations committees have turned a blind eye to this.

2. Our membership data was hosted in the Zenith servers in Mumbai and the company's professional credentials are impeccable and what is more, they have been offering these services free of cost. Not sure of the motivation to shift these data to servers in Bhubaneshwar, which puts logistic challenges for HQ to interact with the vendor.

3. When Fellows expressed concern over the state of affairs, the Execocom took the audacious step of disabling the Fellows group.

4. We have also seen a trend of silencing critics through disciplinary proceedings. A person of stature of Mr. Kohli wrote three mails to Execocom pleading against such unconstitutional steps. There was not even an acknowledgment of these mails, leave alone any action on them. The situation has degenerated to such a level that the Past President is under the scrutiny of disciplinary committee for an offense that is construed to have been committed in 2005!

In my opinion, the rot was set in 2014. Many of you, who were part of the Execocom at that time, maintained silence and watched the slide. That is why all the loud protests now, though may be valid in parts, sounds insincere.

Ramanathan
From: A.K Saini <aksaini1960@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, March 24, 2017 3:13:39 PM
To: President CSI; Sanjay Mohapatra; Secretary-CSI Mumbai; RVP1 CSI; RVP2 CSI; rvp3@csi-india.org; rvp4@csi-india.org; RVP5 CSI; RVP6 CSI; rvp7@csi-india.org; DIV1 CSI; div2@csi-india.org; div3@csi-india.org; div4@csi-india.org; bvmehta
Cc: Shyam Aggarwal; Bulusu Lakshmana Deekshatulu; r.sadananda@ieee.org; Surendra Kapoor; dianakiram@yahoo.com; ss@srasys.co.in; Nita Lal; bdc@mnnit.ac.in; pendse_pradeep@yahoo.com;

Subject: Regarding violation of the CSI Constitution in elections and Questions of Importance to CSI

Dear Dr. Anirban Basu, President CSI, Vice President cum President Elect, Secretary, Execcom Members and Nomination Committee, Past Presidents/Fellows

Please refer to my email dated 17th March 2017 requesting you to reply to the concerns regarding violation of the constitution and in case no reply is received will be considered as deemed to be acceptance of the anomalies/violation of constitution in the conduct of elections for the years 2017-18/19. Till date there is no response from you in the matter.

A humble request - Please do not let any Office bearers to send intimidation emails, threats, warnings to any members which will be assumed to be the violation of code of ethics on the part of the office bearer "Not misuse his authority or office for personal gains".

Note: Request Mr Raju to not reply this email on behalf of any one.

Questions/Concerns

1. The constitution provides that (Byelaw 4.3.7) Nomination Committee is elected by the General Body and is responsible for the entire process of elections with clear role/authority in Section 4.3.7 (b). (Please note that General body has been defined by the Constitution as comprising of all eligible voting members on page 4 (4.1.1 of CSI Constitution).

Why the elections are being conducted by President CSI and Who authorized President to conduct the elections thereby violating the constitution? which law?

2. Execcom continued the process of elections with elected 3 members and completed the call for nominations, withdrawal and final election slate preparation till Nov. 2016.

What are the reasons that Execcom didnot take any action in regard to 4.3.7 of the CSI Byelaws from April 2016 to January 2017 (about 10 months) for adding nominees to the Nomination Committee as per constitutional requirements.

3. What are the reasons for which Execcom didnot approve/process the election slate submitted by Nomination Committee in Nov. 2016 (As per the detailed schedule of elections).

What are those deviations in the nominees in the election slate finalised in November 2016 and March 2017.

4. When in January 2017, two more members nominated by President were inducted (so late) in Nomination Committee, what are the reasons that forced the President to hold the elections himself and making the extended NC authorized by the CSI Constitution defunct? Which law?

5. Why the elections schedule and other relevant details are not shared with members as required under the constitution.
6. Despite the fact that the email of proposers of Mr Patnaik was received beyond the last date i.e. 15th Nov. 2016. (copy of proof available with all execcom members in the email from President). Also the statement of Intent was requested in January 2017 from him. Why others were not given this privilege of applying late? Which law/rule permits the late acceptance of nomination?

7. Why was the nomination of Mr Manas Patnaik for Hon. Treasurer not REJECTED as it violates the clause 4.2.6 of CSI Byelaws that - debar any candidate who has direct or indirect interest in any contract relating to operations of the CSI. Mr Manas is the owner of Anthem Global which is client of CSI and are maintaining the CSI website and are being paid for the services rendered by them.

On the same grounds, the candidature of Mr Datar, a senior CSI member was rejected by the NC of 2013-14 and Mr Sanjay Mahapatra was elected unopposed. Which rule/law permits you and about 80% of the Execcom is common as was there in 2013-14 and 2016-17.

8. Is it true that President has certified that there is NO disciplinary case pending with Disciplinary committee? Is this true - yes/NO? Also when was the case settled by the DC.

9. What are the reasons that Execcom first suspended and then allowed Mr Raju for Execcom elections.

10. Are the IP address of all votes being captured in software for fairness in elections. If Not then why since the same was demanded by all members of execcom and candidates in last several years.

The AGM held at Coimbatore in January 2017 is invalid - due to the non-compliance of the mandatory clause of Accounts and Secretary Report and the mandatory 30 days notice. This is also accepted in your minutes of the AGM meeting available on the CSI website. In view of this fact the AGM was invalid - as per companies/societies Act which requires that any AGM notice not accompanied by the mandatory enclosures will not qualify to be a complete and correct notice for AGM.

Hence all decisions taken therein the AGM also stand invalid.

Further the agenda taken up in any AGM cannot include -

i) any item not approved by the Execcom - execcom didnot approve many of the decisions taken by the AGM.

ii) any operational item such as deciding a vendor - which has a clearly laid down process, making constitutional amendments, inducting some members in a committee, forming adhoc committees etc.

iii) The AGM at Coimbatore approved for holding Special AGM, but the notice and the call was made for Adjourned AGM- which is an afterthought to suit vested interests as minutes of the AGM (available on CSI Website) have been prepared first and then call for adjourned AGM was issued. How this can happen?

The election is being conducted by the President and therefore becomes conducting and approving authority. Is it allowed then which law/rule permits this? This is violation of all fundamental systems in a democratic setup.

13. It was informed through emails that AGM has formed a committee to clean data base and allow only those members who cleanup till 28th Feb. 2017 to vote in this year elections and also to reduce voting time from 30 days to 15 days, etc.

This is an amendment of the CSI Byelaws. This process is defined in the CSI Constitution under section 7 and CSI Bylaws under Section 8. These are given below
**Article 7 - Amendments (CSI Constitution)**

7.1 An amendment to the Constitution is to be proposed at a regular meeting of the ExecCom and adopted by vote of at least two thirds of those present, for it to be placed on the ballot. It may also be proposed by a petition by at least one hundred Voting Members. The schedule of balloting and declaration of results shall follow thereafter the schedule for the elections. If urgency so requires, the ExecCom may direct a special ballot to be held to decide on Amendments, independently of the schedule for the annual elections.

7.2 A copy of such amendment, if lawful, shall be mailed with a ballot to each Voting Member, as specified in the Byelaws.

7.3 A vote of at least two-thirds of all ballots cast, provided the total number of those voting is not less than twenty per cent of the total Voting Members in the membership records at end of the previous year, in favour of the amendment shall be necessary for its adoption. The membership shall be notified of the result of voting at the earliest through a publication distributed to all the members.

**Section 8 - Amendments (Byelaws)**

8.1 An amendment to the Byelaws is to be proposed at a regular meeting of the ExecCom and adopted by vote of at least two-thirds of those present, for it to be placed on the ballot. It may also be proposed by a petition signed by at least one hundred Voting Members. The schedule of balloting and declaration of results shall follow thereafter the schedule for elections. If urgency so requires, the ExecCom may direct a special ballot to be held to decide on Amendments, independently of the schedule for the annual elections.

8.2 A copy of such amendment, if lawful, shall be mailed with a ballot to each Voting Member, as specified in the Byelaws.

8.3 A vote of at least one half of all the ballots cast in favour of the amendment, provided the number of votes in favour is not less than two hundred, shall be necessary for its adoption. The membership shall be notified of the result of the voting, at the earliest, through a publication distributed to all the members.

Please refer to clause 5.5 of CSI Byelaws which states that time given to voting members to cast their votes should not be less than 30 days.

**Why the President and the execcom has not followed the above provisions in the Constitution of CSI?**

Why the database of shortlisted members is not known to anyone even CSI HQ?

There is no detail available about how many voting members are there for elections after cleaning? This opens the whole voting process to manipulations.

Upon close scrutiny of the database provided by CSI on payment of Rs.1000 in March 2017, surprisingly more than 1500+ members names have email address - csi00@outlook.com. It is shocking that the database has been cleaned using Adhar number, etc. and still contains such address - which will be used by those having ulterior motive.

In addition, those who had valid email ids - unchanged have been deleted.

President may please answer on the validity of the elections in the light of this fact.
If this process of amendments followed at Coimbatore AGM is allowed, the complete CSI Constitution will lose its meaning and depending on the place of AGM, the amendments will be brought to suit local interests. CONSTITUTION SHOULD BE SACROSANCT and should not be used as a tool by mischievous elements as is being done in the current case.

15. The database updation by members has been carried out at www.csi-india.org portal which is being controlled by Anthem Global, whose owner is Mr Manas Pattnaik who himself is a candidate in the elections. This is violation and breach of confidentiality. This poses issues of Security and authenticity of database being used in the elections. Why it has been allowed?

Earnest Appeal:

All execcom members are sincerely requested to please speak rather than keeping quiet on the issues being raised since you carry the responsibility of the faith by members of the General body and for being on the path of truth. In case you will not speak the truth, you will be considered a party to violation of the constitution.

All Fellows and Past Presidents are requested to please ensure compliance of the constitution of a society which has been nurtured by you all on some fundamental principles of equity and justice.

Once again it is requested that the reply to the following points (which are of concern to every CSI member including me), which have been raised by large number of CSI members making it a question of importance (As per Article 6 of CSI Constitution), is solicited. In the absence of any specific reply within next 24 hours to the points/concerns raised to the President and execcom, it will be assumed as your acceptance and all such members including me would be free to take remedial legal course of action and will be deemed to be automatic permission of execcom for legal remedy.

Prof. A K Saini,
Senior Life member 011008
From: Ayan Chakraborty <achakraborty.tict@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, Mar 25, 2017 at 6:22 PM
Subject: Request for providing user login id and password for e-voting
To: evoting@nsdl.co.in, nc2016_2017@csi-india.org, president@csi-india.org

Dear Sir,
Greetings of the day !!
I'm a CSI member (Membership No: F8001981). It will be great if you kindly provide me user login id and password for e-voting.
Looking for your kind response in this regard.
-Thanks,
Ayan Chakraborty
TICT, Kolkata

--

Ayan Chakraborty
Head of the Dept., Information Technology
Techno India College of Technology, Kolkata
India
From: Sananda Mitra <sananda.mitra8@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, Mar 25, 2017 at 6:16 PM
Subject: Request for providing user login id and password for e-voting
To: evoting@nsdl.co.in, nc2016_2017@csi-india.org

Dear Sir,
Greetings of the day !!
I'm a CSI member (Membership No: F8001982). It will be great if you kindly provide me user login id and password for e-voting.
Looking for your kind response in this regard.

-Thanks.
Sananda Mitra
Assistant Professor
Techno India College of Technology, Rajarhat
Kolkata, West Bengal, India

From: Swagata Paul <techsp123@gmail.com>
Date: Sat, Mar 25, 2017 at 6:10 PM
Subject: Request for providing user login id and password for e-voting
To: evoting@nsdl.co.in, nc2016_2017@csi-india.org

Dear Sir,
Greetings of the day !!
I'm a CSI member (Membership No: F8001980). It will be great if you kindly provide me user login id and password for e-voting.
Looking for your kind response in this regard.
-Thanks,
Swagata Paul
TICT, Kolkata

From: "Harsh Kumar" <harshkumar1008@gmail.com>
Date: Mar 26, 2017 12:29 AM
Subject: Re: Appeal for Vote & Support as RVP (Reg.-I) for the CSI Elections-2017-18/-19.
To: "Shiv Kumar" <shivk1464@gmail.com>
Cc:

How do I vote?
I have not received CSI communication.
With regards and best wishes,
Harsh Kumar
+91-99999 04422

From: Sreenivasan R [mailto:sreenivasan1956@gmail.com]
Sent: 23 March 2017 03:51 PM
To: sushant.rath@gmail.com
Cc: Raju Kanchibhotla; Dharm Raj; skmsm1@rediffmail.com; nrajas@bheltry.co.in; r.sadananda@ieee.org; jp mohla; Vivek Bansod; G S Raghunathan; Parminder Kaur - Param Dhingra; pendse_pradeep@yahoo.com; radhamanig@hotmail.com; b.bhandari08@gmail.com; Kranti Kumar Dewangan; vimal pandya; Prof R K Arora; ILN RAO; drsssarangdevot@yahoo.com; Venkat Kailasam; jaspal@india.com; faiz@vsnl.com;
Subject: Re: CSI : NC Elections - e Ballot, & Unconstitutional activities, which needs immediate and urgent action

Dear Sirs,

I did not receive the letter supposed to have been sent as read in one of the mails. The election process has to be called off. With so many varieties of complaints pouring in it is correct to first of all cleanse the data base as suggested by a few members, bring in transparency and then conduct the elections. Till then let the present set up continue.

I am interested in the good working of the organization bringing in measurable positive contribution in the field of its expertise.

Regards,
Sreenivasan R

On 23 March 2017 at 12:26, <sushant.rath@gmail.com> wrote:

Dear Raju Sir,

It is surprising that e-mails were sent from uncleaned database to members for cleaning the database itself. This is the reason for which 75% of members are not able to register. If the water itself is dirty, how can it clean something else. It needs to be cleaned first and we will see how it will be cleaned. Few CSI members have used dirty water to clean the CSI. They have in-fact cleaned the CSI instead of cleaning the database. This fraudulent practice will be stopped.

AGM has no authority to deny voting rights of members. It violates Society Registration Act of India. NSDL conducts hundreds of elections. The databases are always open for registration. Shareholders can register and vote at any time when voting is open. I don't understand how CSI leadership is unable to understand this simple process.

It laughable to compare general election with this year's CSI election. The election Commission takes all responsibility to ensure correctness of database. When 75% data was not updated, what action was taken by the Database Cleaning Committee? The committee failed miserably to do its duty and to serve CSI. Have you seen a general election conducted by Prime-minister? Even in 1977, the election was conducted by ECI.

I am sorry to cross all decorum to state that the some senior CSI members who built the CSI (I have all respect for them including you, Sir) have done a historic blunder by passing a resolution of denying voting right to members and shamelessly uploading the unsigned resolution in CSI website.

I have written e-mail to NSDL to take action in this regards. Otherwise, NC will take proper action which may affect the reputation of CSI.
With regards,

S. Rath
Member (NC)

On 23 March 2017 at 10:36, Dharm Raj <dharmraj4u@gmail.com> wrote:

Dear Raju Kanchibhotla sir,

You are right that CSI sent 3 mails to each member, and also you said in previous mail that most of the mails were bounced back due to wrong mail id, you cant inform them by email even you send 1000 mails to them. CSI should adopt other mediums to, without taking concern of 80% members you wanna fight election. If you are saying that updation process will not run during election, so hold election by some time, give chance to these 80% members, inform them by other medium like news paper advertisement, mail to there postal address, through there organizations and by chapters. No one can debar them just by mails. Only Email communication is also not right for such decision.

I request to the top officials and senior members of CSI that please take some vise decision and inform all the member regarding this not by only mail, we have to reach every member, they are pillar of our society, and by this cleaning process we just ignored them. Please do needful, so that we can save CSI.

On 22 March 2017 at 22:54, <sushant.rath@gmail.com> wrote:

Dear Raju Sir,

I have mentioned clauses of CSI Constitution published by CSI, not any circulation. Please verify the clauses and reply.

Voting is a right of a member. You can't deny anyone his voting rights by fraudulent means in the name of so called "database cleaning".

AGM can't change the basic rules of society registration act.

I am neither aware nor interested to know about previous year elections. I have no problem with NSDL conducting election. NSDL conducts election for corporate AGMs. But, it always gives rights to shareholders to register and vote. In many cases it allows members to send postal ballot in case they find problem in e-ballot. This is not being done at CSI.

My only concern and request is to re-open the registration process so that members who have missed the registration process can register.

If this is not done, then there will be severe problem. NC will be forced to declare this election null and void and will approach media and other sources for justice.

S. Rath
Member (NC)
On 22 March 2017 at 21:46, <sushant.rath@gmail.com> wrote:

Dear Mr. Rajnish,

I agree with the concern raised by you. This year election is totally unconstitutional and against letter and spirit of CSI.

S. Rath
Member (NC)

--

SUSHANT RATH
ASST. GENERAL MANAGER (FLAT & SHAPE ROLLING)
R&D CENTRE FOR IRON & STEEL (RDCIS)
STEEL AUTHORITY OF INDIA LIMITED (SAIL)
ISPAT BHAWAN, RANCHI-834002
JHARKHAND, INDIA
MOBILE: +91-8986880111
MEMBER(NC), NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
COMPUTER SOCIETY OF INDIA, HQ-MUMBAI

On 22 Mar 2017 1:46 p.m., "RajnishV" <r9999v@gmail.com> wrote:

Dear Sir/s,

NAMASTE!

Please refer to Prof. M. N. Hoda, other Candidates, including CSI Membership fraternity and my earlier Mails on the Problem of Non Receipt of e-Ballot and other Issues related to CSI National Election ----

1. Many Candidates and Majority of CSI Members have still Not Received the e-Ballot.
2. Out of around 17 Thousands Memberships, Less than 5 Thousands (27%) have only updated their Details.
3. Remaining 72% or 12 Thousands Members will Not be able to Vote.
4. Another opportunity needs to be given to Members to update their Details.

Why this time E-voting for election to CSI ExecCom is Only for 15 Days?.

Request you to do the needful at the earliest, Otherwise Members will be forced to approach Courts of Law.

All are Welcome to Write with Your Valuable inputs / Actions for Reply.

Awaiting Your Early Reply / Confirmation.
Jai Hind!
Warm Regards
Rajnish Verma
CSI - Mem. no. - 04148
M - +91 9312163330
M - +91 9811362087
From: "Prof. M.N. HODA, Director, BVICAM, New Delhi" <mca.hoda@gmail.com>
Date: 21 March 2017 at 10:15:46 AM IST
To: Anirban Basu <abasu@pqrsoftware.com>, Mr Bipin Mehta <bvmeha@aescs.ac.in>,
Sanjay Mohapatra <smohapatra70@yahoo.co.in>, Dr AK Nayak <akn_iibm@yahoo.com>,
"Prof. RK Vyas" <rkvcsitr17@gmail.com>, Akshaya Nayak <aknayak@iibm.in>, Vice
President <vp@csi-india.org>, "devaprasannasinha@rediffmail.com"
<devaprasannasinha@rediffmail.com>, Shirish Sane <sssane@kkwagh.edu.in>, "Raj L
Kanchibhotla, CSI" <kanchibhotla@gmail.com>, "Dr.Vipin Tyagi"
<br.vipin.tyagi@gmail.com>, Govinda Kannayaram <kgovind_99@yahoo.com>,
"hsm.mishra@gmail.com" <hsm.mishra@gmail.com>, Shiv Kumar
<br.shivk1464@gmail.com>, Dr Suresh Chandra Satapathy <sureshsatapathy@gmail.com>,
"drdurgeshmishra@gmail.com" <drdurgeshmishra@gmail.com>, "Prof P Kalyanraman,
VIT" <pkalyanaraman@gmail.com>, MN HODA <mca.hoda@gmail.com>, Ravikiran
Mankikar <ravi.mankikar@gmail.com>, CSI execom <execom@csi-india.org>,
"hari_m12@yahoo.com" <hari_m12@yahoo.com>, Ram K Vyas <rkvyas_99@yahoo.com>,
mca <mca@bvicam.ac.in>
Cc: Manoj Sethi <ms2690@rediffmail.com>, "Dr Vinay Kumar, VIPS"
<br.vinay5861@gmail.com>, yudhishter_s@hotmail.com, Vineet kansal <dir.engg@its.edu.in>,
"Anilji Garg, CSI" <aniligarg@gmail.com>, sakensa.kavita@gmail.com, Dr Arun Sharma
<br.arunsharma2303@gmail.com>, provc@glac.ac.in, asjalal@glac.ac.in, nitin.tyagi@glac.ac.in,
Dilip Kumar Sharma <todilipsharma@rediffmail.com>,

Subject: Re: Unconstitutional activities, which needs immediate and urgent action
Reply-To: mca@bvicam.ac.in

Esteemed Members of CSI,

I fully agree with the points raised in the trailing email, if we cannot run the society, let us
close it and give money to PM’s relief fund, or request the Registrar of the Society to take it
over. I am reading over 100 emails, since last one week, on the related issues and now
constraint to write this, after getting my decent note recorded in the last ExecCom and AGM
held at Bangalore on 18th March, 2017.

The way AGM was conducted at Coimbatore on 25th January, 2017 was not only pathetic,
rather grossly violated the constitution. Concerns raised during the AGM by me, Prof. Nayak,
Hony. Secretary, Mr. R. K. Vyas, Hony. Treasurer, Mr. G. Ramachandran, Fellow, CSI and
many others have not even been recorded in the minutes. In fact, AGM minutes have not
been drafted, in line with the discussions and decisions taken therein. AGM only approved to
undertake Data Cleaning Process, for which 03 members committee under Chairmanship of
Mr Ramanathan was formed. Data Cleaning / Updation means to remove redundancy,
inconsistencies, errors, etc., reported by the members. The process cannot be used to delete
the correct records, where no updation is requested by the members. Out of a total Voting
membership base of 17413, only 4997 have requested to get the fields updated i.e. 28.69%,
which itself is a clear indication of the fact that the updation system was not perfect, user-
friendly, members did not have confidence and were not ready to share their PAN /
AADHAR numbers, which are very sensitive and can only be required, as a mandatory data,
by financial institutions, etc. In light of this, which kind of election we are conducting, in
democratic, fair and transparent manner is a big question, when officially 71.31% of the
Voting members have been denied Voting and 28.69% are allowed to participate in Voting,
out of which again, many have reported that they have not received the e-Voting credentials.
Debarring the bonafide members from their fundamental right of Voting are the recommendations of the Committee, which need to be deliberated by ExecCom, whether the same is lawful or not. CSI is not a financial Institution and hence the KYC norm of banks, etc., where relationship is consumer and Service Provider, is not applicable to the members of CSI. Voting right is a fundamental right of every member and is protected under Clause No. 4.1.1 of Constitution and Clause No. 2.2.1 of Byelaws, which can neither be denied, nor be amended by any AGM. AGM is not empowered to amend the Constitution or Byelaws by raising hands in the meeting. Salute to the visionary seniors and veterans of CSI, who probably have envisioned this, in advance and clearly defined the provisions for Constitutional Amendment under Article 07 and Byelaws Amendment under Section 08 of the CSI Constitution and Byelaws, which again cannot be amended by raising hands in any AGM.

Yes, the results of the balloting for the Amendment will be presented in the AGM for Adoption.

As our voice was neither heard in ExecCom nor in AGM and was feeling suffocated, specially after reading 100+ emails on the related subject, I am constraint to write this email to submit the information to the members.

Unfortunate is happening, we have to stand up and save the CSI.

Thanking you with best regards,

- (Prof. M. N. Hoda)

National Chairman, Division - I, Computer Society of India (CSI)
Editor-in-Chief, International Journal of Information Technology (BJIT), Published by Springer Nature
General Chair, INDIACom - 2017
Member, IEEE ExeCom, Delhi Section
Member, National Governing Council, IETE, New Delhi
Director
Bharati Vidyapeeth's Institute of Computer Applications and Management (BVICAM)
A-4, Paschim Vihar, Rohtak Road, New Delhi - 110063
Tel.: +91-11-25275055 Fax: 011-25275055 Mobile: +91-9212022066
E-Mail IDs: mca@bvicam.ac.in, mca.hoda@gmail.com Visit us at: www.bvicam.ac.in
Visit BVICAM at www.bvicam.ac.in
Visit BJIT at www.bvicam.ac.in/bjit
Visit INDIACom - 2017 at www.bvicam.ac.in/indiacom

From: Ashok Agarwal [mailto:agarwal.ashok.k@gmail.com]
Sent: 21 March 2017 07:45 AM
To: Kesav Nori
Cc: nidiwanji; A.K Saini; Prof.D.K. Joshi; Bulusu Lakshmana Deekshatulu; Shyam Aggarwal; sadananda@ieee.org; Surendra Kapoor; djanakiram@yahoo.com; Srinivasan SRA; Nita Lal; vinay@ncoretech.com; Som Mittal; pendse_pradeep@yahoo.com;
Subject: Re: Issues which needs immediate and urgent action.

Really sad and disappointed.
AShok Agarwal

On Tue, Mar 21, 2017 at 6:34 AM, Kesav Nori <kesav.nori@gmail.com> wrote:
I agree with you.

On Wed, 15 Mar 2017 at 10:06 ndiwanji <ndiwanji@pacecomp.com> wrote:

Hello all senior members,

Receiving such mails at regular intervals is quite painful. This is not CSI for which I was proud to work for and proud to be a member who was also honored with fellowship. Even today the honor is decorating my drawing room.
For last two years I have been receiving disturbing emails. We have a sound constitution, highly qualified and respected fellows, very senior members who have brought CSI to today’s status. Can not current executive go as per constitution and if necessary meet seniors for guidance to decide action?

Either we do that and restore our pride or we shut it down and give funds to PM’s relief fund.

Naishadh Diwanji

From: A.K Saini [mailto:aksaini1960@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 14, 2017 7:48 PM
To: Prof.D.K. Joshi
Cc: Bulusu Lakshmana Deekshatulu; Shyam Aggarwal; r.sadananda@ieee.org; Surendra Kapoor; djanakiram@yahoo.com; ss@srasys.co.in; Nita Lal; vinay@ncoretech.com; Som Mittal; pendse_pradeep@yahoo.com; bdc@mnnit.ac.in; Muthukrishnan C.R.; Sastry Va; Kesav Nori; Chandra Vir Singh; rvp3@csi-india.org;

Subject: Re: Issues which needs immediate and urgent action.

Dear CSI Friends

The latest email regarding elections is coming from President CSI.
It is quite surprising that elections are mandate of NC which now has two past officers also but President is conducting elections.
Not allowing members who have not updated details is illegal and unfair by any law in the country.
I request President to explain which rule empowers them to restrict the voting to select few.
How under which rule they can cut the time of voting from 30 days to 15 days.

From: Prof. M.N. HODA, Director, BVICAM, New Delhi [mailto:mca.hoda@gmail.com]
Sent: 23 March 2017 12:07 PM
To: Raju Kanchibhotla
Cc: Dhrarm Raj; Sushant Rath; skmsm1@rediffmail.com; nrajas@bheltry.co.in; r.sadananda@ieee.org; jp mohla; Vivek Bansod; G S Raghunathan; Parminder Kaur - Param
Subject: Re: CSI : NC Elections - e Ballot, & Unconstitutional activities, which needs immediate and urgent action

Dear Mr. President,

The fundamental question is still not answered. Can AGM, having limited attendance, overrule Article 07 of CSI Constitution, which clearly defines the procedure for Constitutional Amendments?

Unless the Constitutional Amendment is undertaken, the Voting Right from any member can not be withdrawn, on account of one or other pretext, including data cleaning / updation. Our seniors and CSI veterans were wise enough and envisioned this situation in advance that people having malafide intentions and to suite to the local requirements, might try to amend the provisions of the Constitution and Byelaws within AGM by raising hands, where limited members having limited representations will be present and then Constitution will loose its basic meaning. In light of this, under Article 07, it was made mandatory to first "propose it in a regular meeting of ExecCom and adopt it with at least two thirds of those present in the meeting, for it to be placed on the ballot. .................... A vote of at least two-thirds of all ballots cast, provided the total number of those voting is not less than twenty per cent of the total Voting Members in the membership records at end of the previous year, in favour of the amendment shall be necessary for its adoption."

Whether the same has been followed, before denying the Voting Right to 12416 members out of 17413 members i.e. 71.31% members.

Thanks.

Thanking you,

- (Prof. M. N. Hoda)  
National Chairman, Division - I, Computer Society of India (CSI)  
Editor-in-Chief, BIJIT (INDIA)  
General Chair, INDIACom - 2017  
Member, IEEE ExeCom, Delhi Section  
Director, Bharati Vidyapeeth's Institute of Computer Applications and Management (BVICAM), A-4, Paschim Vihar, Rohtak Road, New Delhi - 110063.  
Tel./Fax: 011-25275055 Mobile: 09212022066  
E-Mail: mca@bvicam.ac.in, mca.hoda@gmail.com Visit us at www.bvicam.ac.in
From: Vijay Shah [mailto:vijaykshah64@gmail.com]  
Sent: 28 March 2017 06:54 PM  
To: bhanu bhandari  
Cc: RajnishV; evoting@nsdl.com; evoting@nsdl.co.in; Nomination Committee 2016_2017; President@csi-india.org; Anirban Basu; abdul1964@yahoo.com; abhi.tiwari23@gmail.com; abraham.ajith@gmail.com; Ashok Agarwal; Prof Amarjeet Singh; Akash Wanjari; Akshaya Nayak; Dr AK Nayak;  
Subject: Re: CSI : NC Elections - e Ballot, & Unconstitutional activities, which needs immediate and urgent action

I have also not received any mail /communication for CSI on election.

It looks management is silent/may be ready for resolution.

On 28 March 2017 at 13:54, bhanu bhandari <b.bhandari08@gmail.com> wrote:
Yes, it is a serious issue and I have also not received the evoting password for e ballet of CSI national elections.,

As we are the bona fide members of CSI. Kindly arrange to send the same to all and extend the election period.

with ragards  
Bhanu Bhandari  
Charmain  
CSI Chapter Mankapur.  
Mem No.-01061375

From: R K Gupta [mailto:rk_guptaed@hotmail.com]  
Sent: 23 March 2017 09:48 AM  
To: secretary@csi-india.org; vice-President@csi-india.org; hq@csi-india.org; mca@bvicam.ac.in; ss_agrawal@hotmail.com; rkvsitr17@gmail.com  
Subject: Re: CSI : E-voting for election to CSI ExecCom

Dear Sir
I have also not received the e- ballet sofar.
There seems to be a lot if confusion in the election process.
Raj Kumar Gupta  
Ex General secretary Of CSI and Life Member

From: Dr Nasira <nasiragm99@yahoo.com>  
Date: Wed, Mar 29, 2017 at 4:51 PM  
Subject: dr nasira life time member  
To: "evoting@nsdl.co.in" <evoting@nsdl.co.in>  
Cc: "nc2016_2017@csi-india.org" <nc2016_2017@csi-india.org>
Dear prof.
I am life member of CSI no. 01502201.
Not received communication for editing
Kindly arrange for the same.

Thankyou
Dr Nasira Gobichettipalayam Murthuza.
Govt college Tirupur

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

From: Suresh Chandra Bhatia [mailto:drsebhatia1@gmail.com]
Sent: 27 March 2017 11:49 AM
To: BalaVenkateswara Sarma Devarakonda
Cc: Raju Kanchibhotla; Sushant Rath; Shiv Dutt SHARMA; Rakesh Maheshwari;
dsrane@hotmail.com; Surendra Kapoor; Sanjay Mohapatra; Som Mittal; Muthukrishnan
C,R.; Kesav Nori; Sastry Va; Prof R K Arora; Chandra Vir Singh; mubokhari@gmail.com;
ved_goel

Subject: Re: Urgent Issues regarding Unconstitutional Practices in CSI, elections and
holding of invalid AGM

Dear Sir,

Exactly why Shri Kanchibotla is interested to defend the WRONG ACTIONS being taken s rampantly.

Dr SURESH CHANDRA BHATIA
FELLOW, CSI

On Tue, Mar 21, 2017 at 1:49 AM, BalaVenkateswara Sarma Devarakonda
<dbvsarma@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Raju Garu,
Why are you sending the replies when the President, Secretary and The Vice president are silent. I think members are expecting the President to say some thing. Are you the spokes person of the present Exec. com.?
D  V Sarma

From: RajnishV <r9999v@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, March 20, 2017 7:15 PM
To: President@csi-india.org
Cc: secretary@csi-india.org; vice-President@csi-india.org; S HQ Sonali; hq@csi-india.org;
Nomination Committee 2016_2017; Nomination Committee Nc; ved goel; Vishwakarma;
Santosh Yadav; mca@bvicam.ac.in; ss_agrawal@hotmail.com; rkvesitr17@gmail.com; Shiv
Inception RDF Kumar; S IETE 23.Prof (Dr) A K Saini
Subject: Re: CSI : E-voting for election to CSI ExecCom

Dear Prof. Basu,
NAMASTE !
How Are You?
This has reference to our telecon on the Problem of Non Receipt of e-Ballot for CSI election ----
1. Many Candidates and Majority of CSI Members have still Not Received the e-Ballot.
2. Out of around 17 Thousands Memberships, Less than 5 Thousands (30%) have only updated their Details.
3. Remaining 70% or 12 Thousands Members will Not be able to Vote.
4. Another opportunity needs to be given to Members to update their Details.

Why this time E-voting for election to CSI ExecCom is Only for 15 Days?.

Request you to do the needful at the earliest, Otherwise Members will be forced to approach Courts of Law.

Awaiting Your Valuable inputs / Reply / Confirmation.

Jai Hind!
Warm Regards
Rajnish Verma
M - +91 9312163330
M - +91 9811362087

From: <sushant.rath@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, Mar 23, 2017 at 6:43 AM
Subject: Re: E voting details
To: m sethi <ms2690@rediffmail.com>
Cc: evoting@nsdl.co.in, Nomination Committee 2016_2017 <nc2016_2017@csi-india.org>, President CSI <president@csi-india.org>, Execom - CSI <execom@csi-india.org>

Dear Mr Sethi,

I am S. Rath, member (NC) wants to inform you that this time the election is being conducted by President, CSI which is not as per CSI by laws.

The election process is totally fraudulent as I am receiving hundreds of emails and phone calls about non receipt of passwords.

However, I can only help you to get your password if you have registered in CSI database before 28th February 2017 with Aadhar Number etc.

I had requested to CSI president to open the registration process once again. But, it was not accepted.

On 22 Mar 2017 11:44 p.m., "m sethi" <ms2690@rediffmail.com> wrote:
Pl send me devoting details.
Regards  
Manoj Sethi  
CSI membership 011009  
ms2690@rediffmail.com

Sent from RediffmailNG on Android  
From: Sib Daspal [mailto:sibdaspal@gmail.com]  
Sent: 22 March 2017 02:11 PM  
To: Dr. Pinakpani Pal  
Cc: R.N Lahiri; Dharm Raj; evoting@nsdl.co.in; Anirban Basu; Mr Bipin Mehta; Sanjay Mohapatra; Dr AK Nayak; Prof. RK Vyas; Akshaya Nayak; Vice President; devaprasannasinha@rediffmail.com; Shirish Sane; Raju L Kanchibhotla, CSI; Dr.Vipin Tyagi; Govinda Kannayaram; hsm.mishra@gmail.com; Shiv Kumar; Dr Suresh Chandra Satapathy; drdurgeshmishra@gmail.com; Prof P Kalyanraman, VIT; MN HODA; Ravikiran Mankikar; CSI execom; hari_m12@yahoo.com; Ram K Vyas;

Subject: Re: Regarding E-Voting

I got the OTP in mail but not on my registered mobile.  
NEITHER COULD I GET A PRINTOUT AT THE END.  
regards  

Sib Daspal  
Fellow, Computer Society of India  
IT Consultant,  
Bengal Chamber of Commerce & Industry  
6 N S Road, Kolkata 700 001,  
Tel: +91-33-2262 0063 (D) / 2230 3711 / 2230 3733 | Mob:+91 9830333781  
Email:postmaster@bengalchamber.com and sibdaspal@gmail.com  
http://www.bengalchamber.com | https://www.facebook.com/TheBengalChamber  
Please do not print this email unless it is absolutely necessary.  
Save Paper to Save Trees.

On 21 March 2017 at 14:07, R.N Lahiri <rn.lahiri2013@gmail.com> wrote:  
I agree with this. This is very difficult and complex process. Somehow we are facing problems and difficulty for this. OTP is the major trouble creator.  
Regards,  
rnlahiri  
CSI Fellow  
Mem No 12833

On Tue, Mar 21, 2017 at 1:57 PM, Dharm Raj <dharmraj4u@gmail.com> wrote:

Respected Senior members and support executive of NSDL;  
Submitted my vote, received OTP after 3 after clicking on button to regenerate my OTP and
get message "Vote cast successfully. Click on the Print button below to print the details of the current eVoting cycle." and when clicked on Print get error message (page attached). How may I sure that the vote is registered rightly? Very afraid in current political situation. Is it the way to use electronic voting? Whether the system was fully tested before starting the election?

--
Dharm Raj
Asst. Prof.
Galgotias College of Engineering & Technology
Greater Noida (U.P.)
dharmraj4u@rediffmail.com

From: Anil Kumar Sinha [mailto:anilkumarsinha@hotmail.com]
Sent: 21 March 2017 09:14 AM
To: RajnishV; President@csi-india.org
Cc: secretary@csi-india.org; vice-President@csi-india.org; S HQ Sonali; hq@csi-india.org; Nomination Committee 2016_2017; Nomination Committee Nc; mca@bvicam.ac.in; ss_agrawal@hotmail.com; rkvcstr17@gmail.com; Shiv Inception RDF Kumar; S IETE 23.Prof (Dr) A K Saini
Subject: RE: CSI : E-voting for election to CSI ExecCom

Dear all,

Even I am facing this issue of non-receipt of e-ballot for the election, till date. This, in spite of ‘updating’ my profile as and when so advised.

Regards
Anil Sinha
00007884

From: Ashok Agarwal [mailto:agarwal.ashok.k@gmail.com]
Sent: 21 March 2017 07:45 AM
To: Kesav Nori
Cc: ndiwanji; A.K Saini; Prof.D.K. Joshi; Bulusu Lakshmana Deekshatulu; Shyam Aggarwal; r.sadananda@ieee.org; Surendra Kapoor; djanakiram@yahoo.com; Srinivasan SRA; Nita Lal; vinay@ncoretech.com; Som Mittal; pendse_pradeep@yahoo.com; bdc@mnnit.ac.in;

Subject: Re: Issues which needs immediate and urgent action.

Really sad and disappointed .
ASHok Agarwal

On Tue, Mar 21, 2017 at 6:34 AM, Kesav Nori <kesav.nori@gmail.com> wrote:
I agree with you.

On Wed, 15 Mar 2017 at 10:06 ndiwanji <ndiwanji@pacecomp.com> wrote:

Hello all senior members,
Receiving such mails at regular intervals is quite painful. This is not CSI for which I was proud to work for and proud to be a member who was also honored with fellowship. Even today the honor is decorating my drawing room.

For last two years I have been receiving disturbing emails. We have a sound constitution, highly qualified and respected fellows, very senior members who have brought CSI to today's status. Can not current executive go as per constitution and if necessary meet seniors for guidance to decide action?
Either we do that and restore our pride or we shut it down and give funds to PM's relief fund.

Naishadh Diwanji

From: A.K Saini [mailto:aksaini1960@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 14, 2017 7:48 PM
To: Prof.D.K. Joshi
Cc: Bulusu Lakshmana Deekshatulu; Shyam Aggarwal; r.sadananda@ieee.org; Surendra Kapoor; djanakiram@yahoo.com; ss@sravys.co.in; Nita Lal; vinay@ncoretech.com; Som Mittal; pendse_pradeep@yahoo.com; bdc@mnnit.ac.in; Muthukrishnan C.R.; Sastry Va; Ksav Nori; Chandra Vir Singh; rvp3@csi-india.org; Akshaya Nayak; senguptask4@gmail.com; kelkar@it.iitb.ac.in;

Subject: Re: Issues which needs immediate and urgent action.

Dear CSI Friends
The latest email regarding elections is coming from President CSI.

It is quite surprising that elections are mandate of NC which now has two past officers also but President is conducting elections.

Not allowing members who have not updated details is illegal and unfair by any law in the country.

I request President to explain which rule empowers them to restrict the voting to select few.

How under which rule they can cut the time of voting from 30 days to 15 days.

An invalid AGM with few members cannot decide and modify constitution.

See more such acts of omissions and commissions by the President CSI.

regards to all
aksaini

From: VAIBHAV AGARWAL <vaibhav.agarwal@live.in>
Date: Sat, Mar 18, 2017 at 10:27 AM
Subject: Re: Re: AGM at Bangalore on 18/3/2017; Elections : other issues
To: "A.K Saini" <aksaini1960@gmail.com>, "evoting@nsdl.co.in" <evoting@nsdl.co.in>, "nc2016_2017@csi-india.org" <nc2016_2017@csi-india.org>, "president@csi-india.org" <president@csi-india.org>, "execom@csi-india.org" <execom@csi-india.org>
Cc: "A.K Saini" <aksaini1960@gmail.com>, sdhingra342003 <sdhingra342003@yahoo.com>,

Dear Sir/Madam,

I do agree with Shri Saini as I have not received the election related details. As a bonafide member of CSI, I should have to caste my vote.

Regards
Vaibhav Agarwal

On Fri, Mar 17, 2017 at 12:29 AM, A.K Saini <aksaini1960@gmail.com> wrote:

Open Letter from CSI Membership

Dear Dr. Anirban Basu, President CSI, Vice President cum President Elect, Secretary, Execom Members and Nomination Committee

This is regarding number of serious issues which have been raised in the last few days by large number of members which require immediate response from all concerned. In case the response on the above is not provided to members, it will be assumed that all issues raised are correct and deemed to have your acceptance. Also the absence of a response from any of the concerned party will be deemed as permission to go ahead with appropriate redressal mechanism to the entire membership which has pan india ramifications.

- Why the elections are being conducted by President CSI?
- Who authorized President to conduct the elections thereby violating the constitution?
- Why NC (both elected by membership and nominated NC by President) i.e. extended NC authorized by the CSI Constituton has been made defunct and by Whom?
- Why the elections of CSI is kept a closed door affair and no schedule and other relevant details not shared with members.
- On what basis (which rule) the incomplete nomination which was earlier rejected by NC was cleared later by execcom now?
- Despite the fact that the email of proposers of Mr Patnaik was received beyond the last date i.e. 15th Nov. 2016. (copy of proof available with all execcom members in the email from President). Also the statement of Intent was requested in January 2017 from him. It will be injustice with many prospective candidates, who could not apply thinking that the last date is over. Why others were not given this privilege of applying late?
- Why was the nomination of Mr Manas Patnaik for Hon. Treasurer not REJECTED as it violates the clause 4.2.6 of CSI Byelaws that - debars any candidate who has direct or indirect interest in any contract relating to operations of the CSI. Mr Manas is the owner of Anthem Global which is vendor of CSI and are maintaining the CSI website and are being paid for the services rendered by them. On the same grounds, the candidature of Mr Datar, a senior CSI member was rejected by the NC of 2013-14 and Mr Sanjay Mahapatra was elected unopposed. Why Mr Sanjay is adopting double standards now because Mr Manas is being promoted by him?
- Why the nomination of some current chairman of chapters has been accepted by the execcom despite the fact that Section 5 of the Constitution clearly states that a chapter chairman will NOT be available for election till he completes his term as Past Chairman of the chapter. This was also rejected by the NC in its slate sent in November 2016 but accepted by Execcom now? A clear violation of CSI Constitution.
Why President has certified in writing that NO disciplinary case is pending against Mr Raju and allowed him to contest elections for the 2017. Email is available on record. The nomination of Mr Raju for Execcom elections must be rejected as it is violation of the CSI constitution.

As per election notice published in CSI Communications "Note -1: The NC is empowered to decide the office for which a member will contest if the nomination is for more than one post". Why the NC did not delete the name of the candidate who have applied for more than one post before seeking withdrawal? This is a clear violation of the CSI Byelaws.

The AGM held at Coimbatore in January 2017 is invalid - due to the non-compliance of the mandatory clause of Accounts and Secretary Report. In view of this fact the AGM was declared as invalid - as per companies/societies Act which requires that any AGM notice not accompanied by the mandatory enclosures will not qualify to be a complete and correct notice for AGM. 30 days mandatory Notice Period is required to conduct the AGM for transactions of all the items and cannot be treated as the requirement of passing accounts only. In light of this, the AGM itself was Invalid.

1. Hence all decisions taken there in the AGM also stand Invalid.
2. Further, the agenda taken up in any AGM cannot include any item, which has not been deliberated and approved by the Execcom and other Statutory bodies.

The NSDL vendor has been finalised by President and nowhere the execcom members except Vice President played any role in the matter - thereby creating more suspicion in elections. Even NC has no clue about the software, no testing done, user acceptance of software failed, etc. Even Secretary of CSI has no information on the same. This makes the software vulnerable to manipulations.

The entire Execcom led by Dr Basu has failed in its responsibility to nominate additional corporate officers to meet CSI Constitution till January 2017. After nominations, expenses were incurred on their travel (Over a lakh of rupees) and then making them defunct. Why has it been done and who is responsible for the financial loss to CSI?

The CSI elections must give every member an opportunity to cast his vote irrespective of his email, mobile number availability in the CSI data base. The Companies and Societies Act clearly provides that all members should be facilitated to vote. The companies send login and password to all the holders of shares in Physical form also besides the demat form.

Why was Mr Bipin Mehta removed from Awards Committee and then awarding Fellowship to tainted Mr M L Ravi against the sentiments of our Founding members?

Why is President (who is unauthorizedly conducting elections) and some Execcom members are using CSI Hyderabad office for canvassing of Mr Gautam Mahapatra and sending messages/emails in favour of group of members? The election is already fixed by the President and his close team as conducting and approving authority is same?

It is WRONG AND MALAFIDE to disallow/deprive any member to vote on the grounds of not updating their data in response to email from “so called database cleaning committee”. The CSI Constitution is also clear that only online balloting is allowed but access should be provided to all. Which body has approved that the members who will not update their email ID shall not be allowed to vote, a copy of the resolution be furnished.

Why the database of shortlisted members is not known to anyone even CSI HQ? This speaks of manipulation as no one knows how many members are there for voting?

A VERY SERIOUS ATTEMPT HAS BEEN MADE TO REDUCE THE VOTING TIME TO 14 DAYS AS AGAINST CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISION OF 30
DAYS. Please refer to clause 5.5 of CSI Byelaws which states that time given to voting members to cast their votes should not be less than 30 days.

Further, Article 7 of CSI Constitution clearly states that no AGM can make any constitutional amendments unless approved by at least 20% of the total voting members. AGM at Coimbatore has no powers to amend the time period for voting to 14 days, just with few members (local to the place of AGM), endorsing/rejecting it. Any and all kind of constitutional amendment first be approved by the Execom in its regular meeting and other statutory bodies followed by the Balloting to the General Members, subject to the provisions under Article 7.

If present process of amendments, which has been undertaken at Coimbatore AGM is allowed, the complete CSI Constitution will lose its meaning and depending on the place of AGM, the amendments will be brought to suit local interests. CONSTITUTION SHOULD BE SACROSANCT and should not be used as a tool by mischievous elements as is being done in the current case.

THEREFORE ALL THE AMMENDMENTS PROPOSED/ADOPTED AT AGM MUST BE DROPPED IMMEDIATELY.

The new AGM being called at Bangalore on 18th March 2017 by CSI President is also Invalid - as till date i.e. 16th March, 2017, the required reports have not been made available to the members so that the members can frame their objections, if any and send the same well in time, for discussion/clarification in AGM. This AGM is also Invalid and must be cancelled.

aksaini

On 16-Mar-2017 13:34, "Vibhakar Mansotra"<vibhakar20@yahoo.co.in> wrote:

Dear President & Members of the Execom,

The issues raised in the trailing emails are extremely serious and must be addressed before conducting any illegal AGM.

The candidature of the Mr. Manas Pattnaik, is not valid, as he is the owner and promoter of the company; Anthem Global, who is a vendor to the CSI. Who made his candidature as valid? NC is sleeping or what? What Execom is doing? Election E-Mails are coming the President directly? Maintain the dignity of CSI and correct the problems, upfront, before it becomes too bad.

I hope an appropriate action shall be taken immediately....

Prof. Vibhakar Mansotra
CSI, Life Member...
9419103488

On Wednesday, 15 March 2017 10:41 PM, Vinod Sharma <vnodshrma@gmail.com> wrote:

Dear President & EXECOM,

Issues raised by the members in the trailing email are very disappointing and must be discussed and a fresh valid AGM be called. Next, election related issues be handled by the NC instead of the President.
With regards.

On Mar 15, 2017 10:05 PM, "rajender chauhan" <raj_chauhan30@rediffmail.com > wrote:

Dear President and the Members of the EXECOM,

The points raised by Mr. Anandrao are very serious in nature and worth discussion, including the Election issue, before proceeding forward for the AGM, being called illegally.

As per the society registration act 1860, it is required to send the Annual Report and audited reports along with Balance Sheet and other Annexures, well in time, normally 30 days in advance to the members, along with the AGM Notice, to facilitate them to go through the same, before attending the AGM, so that the interested members can submit the related questions to Secretary / President, for discussion, during the AGM. This has not been done, so far. Hence, the AGM convened is illegal and unconstitutional. The EXECOM should first deliberate and then convene the AGM with proper compliance to the statutory requirements.

Further, taking control of the Election by the President himself unilaterally and bypassing the duly elected NC is a gross violation of the CSI Constitution.

I am sure the EXECOM will take note of it and ensure the compliance to the Society Act for convening AGM, else the members will be forced to approach to the Registrar of the Societies, for intervention.

R.S.Chauhan
Subdivisional Engineer(MTNL)
Fellow Member IETE
Life Member C.S.I
CHAIRMAN IETE Delhi Centre 2016-2018
(M)9013308142,9013134003

From: Vinay Kumar <vinay5861@gmail.com>
To: "M. Sethi" <ms2690@rediffmail.com>
Cc: "gupta_hc@yahoo.com" <gupta_hc@yahoo.com>, FC.Kohli@tcs.com, r.sadananda@ieee.org, "deepshikhabhargava@gmail.com" <deepshikhabhargava@gmail.com>, "vp@csi-india.org" <vp@csi-india.org>, "sureshsatapathy@gmail.com"

Subject: Re: AGM at Bangalore on 18/3/2017; Elections : other issues

The point raised in the trailing mails are very valid and it needs serious considerations from OBs meeting in AGM. It will be better to make the functioning of CSI more transparent and effective.

Regard,

Vinay Kumar, Hon Sec CCSI-DC
On Mar 15, 2017 5:51 PM, "m sethi" <ms2690@rediffmail.com> wrote:
The issues raised by Mr.Rao are really very valid and correct and these should be taken seriously by all office bearers.

Regards
Manoj Sethi
ms2690@rediffmail.com
vice chairman, delhi chapter
From: Mayank Aggarwal <mayank@gkv.ac.in>
To: "N.Anand Rao" <nanandrao@yahoo.com>
Cc: "santhadevi.iitm@gmail.com" <santhadevi.iitm@gmail.com>, "pvvirparia@yahoo.com" <pvvirparia@yahoo.com>, "kgovind_99@yahoo.com" <kgovind_99@yahoo.com>, "drsinhacs@gmail.com" <drsinhacs@gmail.com>, "gupta_hc@yahoo.com" <gupta_hc@yahoo.com>, "abasu@pqrssoftware.com" <abasu@pqrssoftware.com>, "ramesh_c_tripathi@yahoo.co.in"

Subject: Re: AGM at Bangalore on 18/3/2017; Elections : other issues

Dear All

The issues raised by Mr.Rao are really very valid and correct and these should be taken seriously by all office bearers.

Regards

Dr.Mayank Aggarwal
Vice Chairman
CSI Haridwar
sent from my HTC

On Mar 15, 2017 3:03 PM, "N.Anand Rao" <nanandrao@yahoo.com> wrote:
Dear Sir/Madam,

WITH REGARDS TO AGM AT BANGALORE

It is really surprising that as on date (15/3/17) I have yet to receive the audited accounts a mandatory item for any AGM under the societies act. A clear months intimation of the notice of the AGM has to be followed by at least two weeks advance the audited income/expenditure statement has to reach concerned. I find nothing in this regard has been done. This AGM shall be illegal if the basic rules of registrar of societies under the societies Act is not followed in both letter and spirit.

WITH REGARDS TO ELECTIONS

I remember that the last election we had voted a Nomination Committee to look into all election related issues. I am really surprised that presently the E voting E mails are being sent by the President of the CSI. Thus the nomination committee we had elected earlier as per the democratic process has become defunct as on today. This goes against the ethics of Registered societies act. Even if say all nomination committee had deceased(bhagwan kare aisa na ho
only for hypothetical case) then the special AGM should have been called and decided that because of this nature's act president shall take care. In the present case that has not been done. In the absence of any proper election process and nomination committee defunct the entire election process is invalid and should be cancelled.

WITH REGARDS TO OTHER ISSUES

1) CSI was sending to all its members in the earlier years by post Communications monthly, express computers every week and csi journal every trimester. Now none of them exist. As men and women grow older they may be healthy with a little problem here and there. One could be eye strain due to age. Doctors advise not to stare long time into computer monitors. Based on this I had requested to have my name inserted for getting the communication publication by post way back in Oct 2016 and Dec 2016 to both csihq and also to secy(present VP). No action as on date. I haven't seen the communication since Jan 2017, Feb 2017 and March 2017.

...

From: Er. Muheet Ahmed Butt [mailto:ermuheet@gmail.com]
Sent: 18 March 2017 03:04 PM
To: Brijesh kumar
Cc: aksaini1960@gmail.com; riteshbhardwaj91@gmail.com; akmishra.agri@gmail.com; nitu2805@gmail.com; muskanbrijesh@gmail.com; azm786_alig@yahoo.com; ajai.misra@ficci.com;

Subject: Re: Regarding Unconstitutional Practices in CSI, elections and holding of invalid AGM

Dear Sir/Madam

I support all the points raised and I support these valid issues

regards

Muheet

--
Muheet Ahmed Butt
B. E. (CS & Engg.), M. Tech (CIT), Ph. D,
FIETE, MISTE, MIE, MCSI
Systems Manager/ Scientist "D"
Post Graduate Department of Computer Sciences,
University of Kashmir,
Srinagar, J&K, INDIA
Pin 190006
Mobile Nos. +919419017904
Office:
Phone: +911942427280
Fax: 01942420565
On Sat, Mar 18, 2017 at 12:15 PM, Brijesh kumar <muskanbrijesh@hotmail.com> wrote:

Dear All,
The points raised seems to be vaild and I support these issues.
Regards
Brijesh
State Student Coordinator(Region-I)
Dean
K.R.Mangalam University, Gurgaon, Haryana
9811326840

From: Suyash Bhardwaj [mailto:suyash.bhardwaj@gmail.com]
Sent: 18 March 2017 12:08 PM
To: A.K Saini
Cc: riteshbhardwaj91@gmail.com; ermuheet@gmail.com; akmishra.agri@gmail.com;
nitu2805@gmail.com; muskanbrijesh@gmail.com; azm786_alig@yahoo.com;
ajai.misra@ficci.com; manish1008@gmail.com; Cc: Surendra Kapoor;
djanakiram@yahoo.com; ss@srasys.co.in;
Subject: Re: Fwd: Re: Urgent Issues regarding Unconstitutional Practices in CSI, elections
and holding of invalid AGM

I agree with these points and these issues should be taken seriously..

From: Dr. N. K. Gupta [mailto:nk-gupta@hotmail.com]
Sent: 18 March 2017 10:14 AM
To: A.K Saini; Vibhakar Mansotra; Chandra K. Jaggi; Pradeep Aneja; sunil muttoo; Anil Kr
Srivastava; Prof.(Dr.) U.K. Singh; Sanjay Jasola; sdhingra342003; Rattan Datta; vbagarwal;
Rajni Jain; dharamindia24@gmail.com; Pradeep kumar Bhatia
Cc: nafeeskidwai@gmail.com;

Subject: Re: AGM at Bangalore on 18/3/2017; Elections : other issues

Dear Mr. President and Exec Com Members,

I endorse all the issues raised in the trailing email.

Constitutional / Byelaws Amendments cannot be done in AGM, there are set procedures in
Article 07 and Section 08 of the CSI Constitution. Let us follow it in letter and Spirit.

Voting right to any bonafide member cannot be denied. I have so far not received any voting
credential.

Pl be proactive, undo all amendments and save CSI.

regards,
From: NAVEEN KUMAR [mailto:nk.cs.du@gmail.com]
Sent: 17 March 2017 10:30 PM
To: ckjaggi@yahoo.com; sushant.rath@gmail.com; Dr A.K Saini
Cc: sdhingra342003; DIV4 CSI; DIV1 CSI; 33. Lt Col Balraj Anand; Sanjay Mohapatra; RVP2 CSI;

Subject: Re: Reg. Invalid AGM Call, Wrong Election Process and Violation of CSI Constitution

I share the concern that CSI should be allowed to function in a democratic manner. Let the nominations committee do its job.

On Fri, Mar 17, 2017, 21:09 Chandra K. Jaggi <ckjaggi@yahoo.com> wrote:

Dear CSI members

It's very unfortunate that in such a prestigious body "CSI" of our country the office bearer are miss using their so called power ( I think it can be said like that after going through all emails contents) by over ruling/ violating the stipulated CSI constitution.
In the light of the this election must be cancelled with immediate effect.
Best regards

Chandra K Jaggi
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

On Thu, Mar 16, 2017 at 10:40 PM, sushant.rath@gmail.com <sushant.rath@gmail.com> wrote:

I want to clarify that NC is not involved in the ongoing election process. So we have no responsibility in the so called 'wrong election process' as raised by Mr. Saini.

S Rath
Member (NC)

From: Anita Ganpati [mailto:anitaganpati@gmail.com]
Sent: 17 March 2017 09:21 PM
To: A.K Saini
Cc: nk-gupta@hotmail.com; raj_chauhan30@rediffmail.com; Dharmender Saini;
Subject: Re: AGM at Bangalore on 18/3/2017; Elections : other issues

The issues raised in trailing mails are of serious concern and violates the constitutional rights of the CSI members.

Hoping for an appropriate corrective action at the earliest.

Dr. ANITA GANPATI
CSI LIFE MEMBER

From: Dr. Aman Sharma [mailto:sharmaas1@gmail.com]
Sent: 17 March 2017 07:33 PM
To: A.K Saini
Cc: nk-gupta@hotmail.com; anitaganpati@gmail.com; raj_chauhan30@rediffmail.com; Dharmender Saini; Prof Nasib Singh Gill; dr.dk.kumar.02@gmail.com; Daya Krishan Lobiyal; MAYANK;

Subject: Re: AGM at Bangalore on 18/3/2017; Elections : other issues

Dear
The earlier mails suggest issues raised which are of grave concern and violates the constitutional rights of the members of the CSI.
Kindly maintain the dignity of CSI and sort out the problems at the earliest, before it becomes too worse.

I hope an appropriate action shall be taken immediately.

With warm regards,
Prof Aman Kumar Sharma
9418491140 (M)

From: Shabana Urooj [mailto:shabanabilal@gmail.com]
Sent: 17 March 2017 07:21 PM
To: Vibhakar Mansotra
Cc: raj_chauhan30@rediffmail.com; mca@bvicam.ac.in; ramarao@iimahd.ernet.in; rajbhushanfun@gmail.com; nafeeskidwai@gmail.com; yudhishtersharma55@gmail.com; ambardutta@gmail.com; bsdrvu@yahoo.com; ashvin@avinashi.com; mca.hoda@gmail.com; rajsri90@yahoo.com; pendse_pradeep@yahoo.com;

Subject: Re: AGM at Bangalore on 18/3/2017; Elections : other issues

Dear President and the Members of the EXECOM
The issues raised in the trailing mails pertain to gross violation of the constitution. I request you to please stop it and all such activities to maintain decorum and harmony among the CSI family.
Note: I'm still waiting for the link of voting credentials.

On Thu, Mar 16, 2017 at 1:30 PM, Vibhakar Mansotra <vibhakar20@yahoo.co.in> wrote:

Dear President & Members of the Execom,

The issues raised in the trailing emails are extremely serious and must be addressed before conducting any illegal AGM.

The candidature of the Mr. Manas Pattnaik, is not valid, as he is the owner and promoter of the company; Anthem Global, who is a vendor to the CSI. Who made his candidature as valid? NC is sleeping or what? What Execom is doing? Election E-Mails are coming the President directly? Maintain the dignity of CSI and correct the problems, upfront, before it becomes too bad.

I hope an appropriate action shall be taken immediately.....

Prof. Vibhakar Mansotra
CSI, Life Member...
9419103488

From: dharminder kumar [mailto:dr.dk.kumar.02@gmail.com]
Sent: 17 March 2017 07:11 PM
To: Prof. M. U. Bokhari
Cc: A.K Saini; Surendra Kapoor; djanakiram@yahoo.com; ss@srasys.co.in; Som Mittal; pendse_pradeep@yahoo.com; bdc@mnnit.ac.in; Muthukrishnan C.R.; Sastry Va; Kesav Nort; Chandra Vir Singh; rvp3@csi-india.org; Akshaya Nayak; senguptask4@gmail.com; kelkar@it.iitb.ac.in;

Subject: Re: Urgent Issues regarding Unconstitutional Practices in CSI, elections and holding of invalid AGM

Respected President CSI,

Good evening. The issues highlighted by various CSI members and Prof A K Saini are genuine and valid but are serious in nature as these are not as per constitution and hence are violations. I also endorse the points highlighted by Prof Saini and others. I also request your good self to address and resolve these issues immediately as per the constitution in order to protect the the interest of all CSI members.

Thanks, and Regards,
Prof Dharminder Kumar

On Fri, Mar 17, 2017 at 11:05 AM, Prof. M. U. Bokhari <mubokhari@gmail.com> wrote:

Dear President CSI,

The issues highlighted by Prof A K Saini are valid and has raised serious constitutional violations. I endorse the points highlighted by Prof Saini and others. I also request to address these issues on appropriate platform.

Thanks
Prof M U Bokhari

From: b_anand6@rediffmail.com [mailto:b_anand6@rediffmail.com]
Sent: 17 March 2017 06:12 PM
To: A.K Saini
Cc: Chandra K. Jaggi; Pradeep Aneja; sunil muttoo; naveen; Anil Kr Srivastava; Arvind Sharma; RVP1 CSI; RVP2 CSI; rvp3@csi-india.org; rvp4@csi-india.org; RVP5 CSI; RVP6 CSI; rvp7@csi-india.org; DIV1 CSI; div2@csi-india.org; div3@csi-india.org; div4@csi-india.org; President CSI; Sanjay Mohapatra; Akshaya Nayak;
Subject: Re: Reg. Invalid AGM Call, Wrong Election Process and Violation of CSI Constitution

Dear All,
The issues raised in the email given below are very serious in nature. These must be addressed asap. The AGM being conducted at Bangalore & the election process must be cancelled forthwith,
Management of CSI is requested to conduct elections & AGM as per the bylaws of CSI.

With best wishes,

Col B.Anand

From: Dinesh Misra [mailto:wgcdrdnmisra@yahoo.com]
Sent: 17 March 2017 04:10 PM
To: Prof Hooda Hooda; 33.Dr A. K. Saini; Rvp1 Csi-india; Mr Ramanathan Rvp5 Mr Ramanathan Rvp4; Vinay Kumar; rvp6@csi-india.org; Vice President; Sadasivam Shanmugasundaram; rvp2@csi-indis.org; rvp7@csi-india.org; Prof P. Thrimurthy Thrimurthy Csi President
Cc: Dinesh Misra; WG CDR DN MISRA
Subject: Taking control of the Election by the President himself unilaterally and bypassing the duly elected NC

Dear President and the Members of the EXECOM,

The points raised by Mr. Anandrao are very serious in nature and worth discussion, including the Election issue, before proceeding forward for the AGM, being called illegally.

the AGM convened is illegal and unconstitutional. The EXECOM should first deliberate and then convene the AGM with proper compliance to the statutory requirements.

Further, taking control of the Election by the President himself unilaterally and bypassing the duly elected NC is a gross violation of the CSI Constitution.

WG CDR D N MISRA (Retd)
DF & Past Vice President IETE Governing Council, Chairman CSI, Chandigarh Chapter
# 671 ,Sector 33-B , Chandigarh -160030
Tel: 0172-2602671,4642671,
From: Dr. KARAN SINGH <karans12@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, Mar 17, 2017 at 12:54 PM
Subject: Fwd: AGM at Bangalore on 18/3/2017; Elections : other issues
To: aksaini1960@gmail.com

It is the serious issue and against to democracy. It should be stopped for near future. We hope, it will be resolved the very soon.

From: Mithilesh Mishra <mmishra@iiita.ac.in>
Date: Fri, Mar 17, 2017 at 11:21 AM
Subject: Re: AGM at Bangalore on 18/3/2017; Elections : other issues
To: "A.K Saini" <aksaini1960@gmail.com>
Cc: Vibhakar Mansotra <vibhakar20@yahoo.co.in>, "mca@bvicam.ac.in" <mca@bvicam.ac.in>, "raj_chauhan30@rediffmail.com" <raj_chauhan30@rediffmail.com>, "ramarao@iimahd.ernet.in" <ramarao@iimahd.ernet.in>, "rajbhushanfun@gmail.com" <rajbhushanfun@gmail.com>, "nafeeskidwai@gmail.com" <nafeeskidwai@gmail.com>, "yudhishtersharma55@gmail.com"

Open Letter from CSI Membership from Dr. A.K. Saini reveals few serious points. This kind of undemocratic practices at CSI HQ is surprising and must be discouraged at all levels. We, the members at Allahabad Chapter are very disappointed with these developments and strongly condemn such approach. Hope this will be shorted out at the earliest.

Thanks & regards,
MK Mishra
Vice Chairman
Allahabad Chapter

From: Daya Krishan Lobiyal [mailto:lobiyal@gmail.com]
Sent: 17 March 2017 10:34 AM
To: president@csi-india.org
Cc: Surendra Kapoor; djanakiram@yahoo.com; ss@srasys.co.in; Som Mittal; pendse_pradeep@yahoo.com; bdc@mnnit.ac.in; Muthukrishnan C.R.; Sastry Va; Kesav Nori; Chandra Vir Singh; rvp3@csi-india.org; Akshaya Nayak; senguptask4@gmail.com; kelkar@it.iitb.ac.in;

Subject: Re: Urgent Issues regarding Unconstitutional Practices in CSI, elections and holding of invalid AGM

Dear President CSI

The issues raised by Prof. A.K. saini and others are valid. I endorsed them. Election being conducted by President is very serious as there is question of conflict of interest. In addition other issues are also of serious nature. All these issues must be cleared and clarified before AGM takes place. Therefore AGM be cancelled.

D.K. Lobiyal
From: YUDHISHTER SHARMA [mailto:yudhishtersharma55@gmail.com]
Sent: 15 March 2017 07:31 PM
To: president@csi-india.org
Subject: Re: AGM at Bangalore on 18/3/2017; Elections : other issues

Dear Sir,

CSI is registered under society registration act 1860 with Registrar of Societies at Hyderabad. It is required to send audited report alongwith Balance Sheet and Receipt & Payment account normally 30 days in advance to the members to facilitate them to go through it before the date fixed for AGM, so they can raise the questions related to it. The questions are raised as mentioned in the rules framed & registered with Registrar of Societies, Hyderabad by the Computer Society of India.

I hope the management & members will act as per law & rules as mentioned above in the interest of CSI.

Regards,

Yudhishter Sharma
Ex. Chairman, CSI, Delhi Chapter
Advocate, Supreme Court of India

From: "shyam agrawal" <ss_agrawal@hotmail.com>
Date: 24 Mar 2017 1:45 p.m.
Subject: E-Voting Ballot paper/ mail not received
To: "evoting@nsdl.co.in" <evoting@nsdl.co.in>
Cc: "nc2016_2017@csi-india.org" <nc2016_2017@csi-india.org>

Dear Sir,
I have not received any mail / information from CSI regarding this year's election or voting . Kindly send the same asap.
With regards.
Shyam Agrawal

Fellow- CSI
I-00001252

Prof.(Dr.) S. S. Agrawal
Director General
KIIT Group of Colleges,
KIIT Campus, Sohna Road, Near Bhondsi,
Gurgaon-122102
Contact No. Office: 0124-2658000/10/20/40
Mobile: +91-9810198642
Email Id: ss_agrawal@hotmail.com, directorgeneral@kiit.in
Formerly:
Emeritus Scientist CEERI/CSIR,
Advisor CDAC-Noida
Respected Sir/Madam,

I am a life member of CSI. My membership number is 00174854. Still now I have not received and e-ballot and password.

Please send me the e-ballot and also password.

Thanking you,

Swarup Chakraborti (Membership No - 00174854)

---

Respected sir

My membership no is 01210298

Dear Sirs,

This is to inform that I am the bonafide members of CSI with maintaining my all correct particulars with existing database of CSI and there is no change in my profile to update. I have not received the eVoting email from CSI to exercise our voting rights this year.

A.K. Nayak
Therefore, it is requested to either provide my eballot credentials to exercise my voting right or inform under which clause of CSI Constitution/Byelaws my name is removed from valid voting list of CSI Members.

Note: My emails are addressed to the three OBs and copy to other execom members, so I request from other Execom members not to react on this and request all three OBs to reply on this at the earliest.

With Kind & Warm Regards.

Shiv Kumar
Vice President (Region-I)
Computer Society of India
9818168337

From: jalaja tattari <tjalajasp@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, Mar 21, 2017 at 9:33 AM
Subject: Regarding CSI Evoting - Vasavi college of Engineering
To: evoting@nsdl.co.in
Cc: t_adilakshmi@rediffmail.com

Dear Sir/ Madam,

Greeting for the day !!!!

I am T. Jalaja, SBC, Department of Computer Science, Vasavi college of Engineering. Our HOD, Dr.T.Adilakshmi, Councellor of the vasavi college CSI student Branch bearing the AssociateLife membership - 00141912 and also the Nominee membership no - N1063793 was unable to update the profile due to some technical problem.

And also did not receive the evoting pdf. Please help us in this regard, such that we can cast our valuable vote in the current elections.

HOD Details:
Name : Dr.T.Adilakshmi
membership No - 00141912
mail-id : t_adilakshmi@rediffmail.com, hodcse@staff.vce.ac.in

Thanks & Regards,
T.Jalaja,
SBC,
Vasavi College of Engineering,
Hyderabad.
From: "Shalini Jaspal' via Nomination Committee 2016_2017" <nc2016_2017@csi-india.org>
Date: 21 Mar 2017 4:44 p.m.
Subject: Reg e-Voting credentials
To: "evoting@nsdl.co.in" <evoting@nsdl.co.in>
Cc: "nc2016_2017@csi-india.org" <nc2016_2017@csi-india.org>, "president@csi-India.org" <president@csi-india.org>

Sir,

I am a life member of CSI, but I have not received my e-voting credentials so far. Kindly do the needful.

Regards,
Mrs. Shalini Singh Jaspal

From: "RajnishV" <r9999v@gmail.com>
Date: 19 Mar 2017 11:35 p.m.
Subject: CSI : E-voting for election to CSI ExecCom
To: "hq@csi-india.org" <hq@csi-india.org>, "Nomination Committee 2016_2017" <nc2016_2017@csi-india.org>, "Nomination Committee Nc" <nc@csi-india.org>, "ved goel" <ved_goel@yahoo.com>, "Phd. Santosh Yadav" <drskyadav@hotmail.com>, "Vishwakarma" <hrvishwa@yahoo.com>
Cc: "secretary@csi-india.org" <secretary@csi-india.org>, <President@csi-india.org>, <vicePresident@csi-india.org>, "S HQ Sonali" <sonali@csi-india.org>

Dear Sir/s,

NAMASTE !
How Are You ?
CSI News

≡ E-voting for election to CSI ExecCom will commence at 8AM on March 15, 2017 (Wednesday) and close at 8AM on March 30, 2017 (Thursday).
Above info I got from "http://www.csi-india.org" website.
I am a Candidate NATIONAL NOMINATION COMMITTEE-(2017-2018)
therefore Need Your help as ---
1. I have still Not Received e-Ballot.
2. Why the E-voting for election to CSI ExecCom is Only for 15 Days.
3. While I am getting All other Communications from CSI HQ.
Awaiting Your Early Reply / Confirmation.
Jai Hind !
Warm Regards
Rajnish Verma
Mem. no. - 04148
M - +91 9312163330
M - +91 9811362087

From: "Daman Sood" <dbdsood@hotmail.com>
Date: 21 Mar 2017 4:46 p.m.
Subject: Voting mail not received
To: "evoting@nsdl.co.in" <evoting@nsdl.co.in>, "evoting@nsdl.com" <evoting@nsdl.com>
Cc: "nc2016_2017@csi-india.org" <nc2016_2017@csi-india.org>, "president@csi-India.org" <president@csi-india.org>

Dear Administrator

I am a Life Member with membership number 01122182. I have not received the mail to cast my vote. Can you rearrange please?

Thanks & Regards
Daman

From: "Neha Jain" <j.neha10@gmail.com>
Date: 21 Mar 2017 8:52 p.m.
Subject: Request for eVoting credentials
To: <evoting@nsdl.co.in>
Cc: <nc2016_2017@csi-india.org>, <president@csi-india.org>, <vnodshurma@gmail.com>

Dear sir,
I am a life member of CSI with I1502837 as my membership number. I have not received my e-Voting credentials so far. Kindly, send them to me as soon as possible so that I can exercise my voting rights.

Yours sincerely,
Neha Jain
Life member, CSI (I1502837)

From: "Ashutosh Pandey" <ashutosh.c.pandey@gmail.com>
Date: 22 Mar 2017 9:57 a.m.
Subject: I1222202/ Voting Rights and credentials
To: <evoting@nsdl.co.in>
Cc: <nc2016_2017@csi-india.org>, <president@csi-india.org>

Dear Team,

My Membership ID is: I1222202, i've not received any voting rights/credentials for the elections. please provide the same.

--
Thanks & Regards
Ashutosh Pandey

From: "paresh virparia' via Nomination Committee 2016_2017" <nc2016_2017@csi-india.org>
Date: 22 Mar 2017 12:10 p.m.
Subject: Regarding non-receipt of e-voting rights of CSI
To: "evoting@nsdl.co.in" <evoting@nsdl.co.in>
Cc: "nc2016_2017@csi-india.org" <nc2016_2017@csi-india.org>, "president@csi-india.org" <president@csi-india.org>

Dear sir,

I am Dr. Paresh Virparia, CSI no. 010959 like to inform you that till today i have not received e-voting rights for CSI elections....

Please send me as earliest.

Regards.

Dr. Paresh V Virparia  
Professor & Director  
Department of Computer Science  
Sardar Patel University  
VALLABH VIDYANAGAR - 388120  
GUJARAT, INDIA  

Email : pvvirparia@yahoo.com  
Cel No. : +91 094265 33146  
URL : www.spuvvn.edu/academics/departments/computer_science

From: "Diwakar Yawalkar" <Diwakar.Yawalkar@samsonite.com>  
Date: 22 Mar 2017 12:23 p.m.  
Subject: CSI : E-voting rights required for election to CSI  
To: "evoting@nsdl.co.in" <evoting@nsdl.co.in>  
Cc: "nc2016_2017@csi-india.org" <nc2016_2017@csi-india.org>, "president@csi-india.org" <president@csi-india.org>

Dear,  
Please send me rights for this e-voting. I had updated my details before.  
My CSI Membership Number is “I0106240”.

Best Regards,

Diwakar Yawalkar  
Deputy Director, IT  
Chairman, CSI, Nashik Chapter

Samsonite South Asia Pvt. Ltd.  
Gat No. 159 -163, Mumbai - Nashik Highway.  
Vill - Gonde (Dumala), Nashik - 422 403  
Phone : +91-2553-229700  
Direct : +91-2553-229800  
Cell : +91-9960700321  
diwakar.yawalkar@samsonite.com  
www.samsoniteindia.com  
www.americantouristerindia.com
Res. Sir

thanks for email

Still I am not received my e-voting ID and Password
My life member number is : 00172717

THANKS

DR. VIMAL PANDYA
AHMEDABAD
GUJARAT.

Voting credentials not received from NSDL till date.

R C Awasthi
Life Member
00015631
From: "Dr. K Subramanian" <ksmanian48@gmail.com>
Date: 22 Mar 2017 2:49 p.m.
Subject: not recd the passcode from nsdl
To: <nc2016_2017@csi-india.org>, <president@csi-india.org>
Cc:

My number is 10008784 I have not yet recd the passcode from nsdl. Can U Help?
Prof. K. Subramanian
Chair, IEEE Delhi section
Vice Chair, IEEE Education society, Delhi section
Past chair, IEEE EMS Delhi section
Past chair, IEEE CS, Delhi section
Mentor-cum adviser, Cloud Security Alliance, NCT Delhi
SM(IEEE-USA), SMACM, SMAIS(USA), SLMCSI, SMAIMA, SMAFE(USA), FIETE, FNTF
Founder Director & Professor, Advanced center for Informatics & Innovative Learning, IGNOU
&EX- SR. DDG(NIC), Min of C & IT & IT Adviser to CAG of India
Academic advocate, ISACA, new Delhi
B 28, Tarang apartments, Plot 19, IP Extension, Patparganj
From: "m sethi" <ms2690@rediffmail.com>
Date: 22 Mar 2017 11:44 p.m.
Subject: E voting details
To: <evoting@nsdl.co.in>
Cc: <nc2016_2017@csi-india.org>

Pl send me devoting details.

Regards
Manoj Sethi
CSI membership 011009
ms2690@rediffmail.com

From: "Vishnu Srivastava" <vsceeri@gmail.com>
Date: 23 Mar 2017 8:47 a.m.
Subject: e-voting
To: <evoting@nsdl.co.in>
Cc: <nc2016_2017@csi-india.org>

Dear Sir,
Pl send details of e-voting.
pl also inform me my full membership number.
vishnu srivastava
MM-2863.

| Dr Vishnu Srivastava, |
| Emeritus Scientist (CSIR) & Professor-AcSIR, |
| Microwave Tubes Division, |
| CSIR-Central Electronics Engineering Research Institute, |
| (CSIR-CEERI), Pilani - 333 031 (Rajasthan), India |
| PHONE : +91-1596-245286(O), 252228(O), 242566(R) |
| M: 9413490066 / 9983526387 |
| Qtr. No. JOS-5, CEERI Colony, Pilani. |

From: "kulwant kaur gill" <kulwantdaljit@rediffmail.com>
Date: 23 Mar 2017 10:16 a.m.
Subject: Fw: CSI-Membership Profile update-2017
To: "evoting@nsdl.co.in" <evoting@nsdl.co.in>
Cc: "nc2016_2017@csi-india.org" <nc2016_2017@csi-india.org>
Respected Sir,
I missed to fill updates on portal. 
Pl send e-voting details.

Regards
Kulwant Kaur
CSI Membership No : 00000372

From: "udaisingh" <udaisingh@cdac.in>
Date: 22 Mar 2017 9:34 p.m.
Subject: I1222206/ Voting Rights and credentials
To: <evoting@nsdl.co.in>
Cc: <nc2016_2017@csi-india.org>, <president@csi-india.org>

Dear Team,

Membership no.I1222206, i've not received any voting rights/credentials for the elections. please provide the same.

--
Thanks & Regards
Udai Singh
[ C-DAC is on Social-Media too. Kindly follow us at:
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/CDACINDIA & Twitter: @cdacindia ]

From: "AMIT TRIPATHI" <amit.tripathi06@gmail.com>
Date: 23 Mar 2017 12:41 p.m.
Subject: Regarding my user ID and password for e voting
To: <evoting@nsdl.co.in>
Cc: <nc2016_2017@csi-india.org>

Respected Sir/Madam

I am a life time member of CSI. I want to participate in e voting in current session.

But I have not my password. Kindly generate it and send back to me as soon as possible so that i can participate in voting.

My ID and name are given as follows:

Member Number: I1222208

NAME: AMIT KUMAR TRIPATHI

Thanks & Regards

AMIT KUAMR TRIPATHI

09450337512
From: "Praveen Kamath" <kamathpraveen@hotmail.com>
Date: 23 Mar 2017 2:44 p.m.
Subject: Voting details
To: "evoting@nsdl.co.in" <evoting@nsdl.co.in>, "nc2016_2017@csi-india.org"
<nc2016_2017@csi-india.org>
Cc:

Dear Sir / Madam,
I have not received my voting details
Kindly send.
Thanking you
Mr. S. Praveen Kamath MCA, MBA, PGDSM,
Software & Network Consultant.
Mobile 9847147123

From: "Bankim Patel" <bankim_patel@hotmail.com>
Date: 23 Mar 2017 2:46 p.m.
Subject:
To: "evoting@nsdl.co.in" <evoting@nsdl.co.in>
Cc: "nc2016_2017@csi-india.org" <nc2016_2017@csi-india.org>

Sir
I am Life member of CSI. My membership number is 8040. I have not received e-voting
detail. Please
do needful.
Thanking you
With regards
Bankim Patel

From: "CA Sujit Mehta, Pune." <sujit.sm@gmail.com>
Date: 23 Mar 2017 2:49 p.m.
Subject: Re: Reminder - e-Voting for Computer Society of India
To: <evoting@nsdl.co.in>
Cc: <nc2016_2017@csi-india.org>

The pdf containing my login id & password is not getting opened. I am using correct M. No.
IXXXXXXX8

Warm Regards.

CA Sujit Suresh Mehta.
Partner,
M/s. Suresh K. Mehta & Co.,
Chartered Accountants.
"Krishna-Vijay",
2163/B, Sadashiv Peth,
Near Neelayam Theatre,
Pune-411030.
Tele: +91-20-24338895, 24336895
Mobile: +91-9623131895

From: "G S B" <gsbabumail@gmail.com>
Date: 23 Mar 2017 2:52 p.m.
Subject: Please mail login details for evoting - reg
To: <evoting@nsdl.co.in>
Cc: <nc2016_2017@csi-india.org>

Hello,

1) I am to inform you that in last week of Feb’2017, I had updated my detail as per the CSI mail from the CSI website.

2) But, now, when I am trying to do evoting from CSI web page - (i) The member login is not visible, so please email me the weblink for login page

3) my login details of Username & Password are not available with me.

4) Every elections of CSI it is mandatory to give all these details to enable the CSI Member to vote. It is not received by me as on date.
5) If you have already sent, please re-transmit that mail, so that I can avail evoting in time.

6) May I request you to kindly mail me login details for evoting by reply mail please.
with best regards
Dr G Suri Babu
Life Member CSI
Scientist "F"
Group Director
DRDO, Bangalore

From: "swarup chakraborti' via Nomination Committee 2016_2017" <nc2016_2017@csi-india.org>
Date: 23 Mar 2017 2:53 p.m.
Subject: Not received the e-voting details.
To: "evoting@nsdl.co.in" <evoting@nsdl.co.in>
Cc: "nc2016_2017@csi-india.org" <nc2016_2017@csi-india.org>

Respected Sir,
I have not received the e-voting details. My membership number is 0017485.

Thanking you,
Swarup Chakraborti

From: "M.S.DUTTA" <madhusudan.dutta@sailrsp.co.in>
Date: 23 Mar 2017 3:06 p.m.
Subject: Evoting Details
To: <evoting@nsdl.co.in>
Cc: <nc2016_2017@csi-india.org>

Dear Sir,

So far Evoting Details not yet received. It is requested please look into the matter and do the needful, so that valuable vote can be casted within time frame.

With Thanks,

M.S.DUTTA
CSI Membership No. LM-016482
+91889550447 (O)
0661-2448074 (O)
madhusudan.dutta@sailrsp.co.in (O)
calling.madhusudan@gmail.com (P)
rkl_duttams@yahoo.com (P)

From: "Ram Mohan Timmaraju" <virisha@hotmail.com>
Date: 23 Mar 2017 3:50 p.m.
Subject: Please send me e-voting details for CSI Elections
To: "evoting@nsdl.co.in" <evoting@nsdl.co.in>
Cc: "nc2016_2017@csi-india.org" <nc2016_2017@csi-india.org>

Hi,

Please send me e-voting details for CSI Elections.

Thanks,
Ram Mohan
CSI Life Member
Membership no: I0006661

From: "AM Gade' via Nomination Committee 2016_2017" <nc2016_2017@csi-india.org>
Date: 23 Mar 2017 3:51 p.m.
Subject: e-voting Login details
To: "evoting@nsdl.co.in" <evoting@nsdl.co.in>
Cc: "nc2016_2017@csi-india.org" <nc2016_2017@csi-india.org>

Sir/Madam,

Kindly send my e-voting login details.

My relevant details are as under:

Name: Col Avadhoot M Gade
Membership No - I0000003
Mobile - 9665301852
Email - amgade@yahoo.com
From: "SUNIL KUMAR" <sunil@hal-india.com>  
Date: 23 Mar 2017 3:57 p.m.  
Subject: eVoting details CSI No - I1500562  
To: <evoting@nsdl.co.in>  
Cc: <nc2016_2017@csi-india.org>  

Dear Sir,

I have not received my e-Voting Details. Requested to provide the same to this email ID: sunil@hal-india.com & sunilhalindia@gmail.com

Also requested to kindly mark the email IDs for further official communication, please.  
CSI Membership Number : I1500562

Regards  
Sunil Kumar  
Manager-IT  
HAL Lucknow  
Cell: +91 96 95 88 33 88

From: "Mukesh Nahar" <mukesh.nahar@adityabirla.com>  
Date: 23 Mar 2017 4:05 p.m.  
Subject: resend the evoting details  
To: "evoting@nsdl.co.in" <evoting@nsdl.co.in>  
Cc: "nc2016_2017@csi-india.org" <nc2016_2017@csi-india.org>  

Please arrange to re-send the evoting details at the earliest.

Thanks & Regards // Mukesh Nahar

From: "G Rajendran" <mumbai.g.rajendran@gmail.com>  
Date: 23 Mar 2017 4:10 p.m.  
Subject: E-voting not received  
To: <evoting@nsdl.co.in>  
Cc: <nc2016_2017@csi-india.org>  

I have not received e-voting email  
Thanks and regards,  
Rajendran - 8521
From: "R K VISHWAKRMA" <rkvishwa@gmail.com>
Date: 23 Mar 2017 5:00 p.m.
Subject: To provide the user id & password for E-Voting
To: <evoting@nsdl.co.in>
Cc: <nc2016_2017@csi-india.org>, "Mn Hoda" <mca.hoda@gmail.com>

To,
Manager/MD
With reference to above, so far as on today i.e. 23rd March 2017, I have not received the
username and password of the e-voting for the election of National Execom of CSI.
I have already updated my particulars on updated portal in the month of Feb. 2017.
Moreover I have also encourages my colleagues to do the same at the earliest. I have
been 24 years old senior life member of CSI.
I have already conveyed the conformation of my email address and membership # to all
concerned well in advance and same have been confirmed the Chairman of Committee
Shri Sundar Rajan sir.
Therefore, it is requested that kindly send the username and password for the ongoing
E-Voting.
My # is L0007795
e-mail : rkvishwa@gmail.com
Aadhar # : 6987 3294 7404
What more required, kindly let me know at the earliest.
Thanks
with warm regd.

--
R K Vishwakarma
Sr. Technical Officer
Defence R & D Establishment
Jhansi Road, Gwalior-474002
Ph : 0751-2390264 (Off)
0751-2382457 (Res)

From: rajiv gupta <ganpati_vihar@hotmail.com>
Date: Thu, Mar 23, 2017 at 11:35 AM
Subject: unable to process election
To: Glamina Pereira <glamina@csi-india.org>, "hq@csi-india.org" <hq@csi-india.org>,
Sonali Naik <sonali@csi-india.org>

hi

My Life Membership id is I1146142 in the name of RAJIV GUPTA, but i am unable to vote
at site of <a href="http://evoting.nsdl.com"

From: "R S Dhakar" <rsdhakar@hotmail.com>
Date: 23 Mar 2017 5:04 p.m.
Subject: Fwd: Resend the e.voting detail
To:  
Cc: "nc2016_2017@csi-india.org" <nc2016_2017@csi-india.org>

Sent from Samsung Mobile

-------- Original message --------
From: R S Dhakar  
Date: 03/23/2017 17:02 (GMT+05:30)  
To: evoting@nsdl.co.in  
Subject: Resend the e.voting detail

Dear sir

Pl resend the e voting detal

Reg.

R S Dhakar  
Life member  
Udaipur chapter  
09828121564  
rsdhakar@hotmail.com

Sent from Samsung Mobile

From: "manish deshmukh" <man_des@hotmail.com>  
Date: 23 Mar 2017 4:18 p.m.  
Subject: For resending e-voting details  
To: "evoting@nsdl.co.in" <evoting@nsdl.co.in>  
Cc: "nc2016_2017@csi-india.org" <nc2016_2017@csi-india.org>

Hi,

This is to inform that i have not received login and password for evoting for CSI elections.I am Life member of CSI and my membership number is 00083288.Kindly do the needful at the earliest so that i can cast my e-vote.

Regards
Manish Deshmukh

+91 9822846574

Sent from Outlook

From: "Nishikant - Rai" <nishikant_g@rediffmail.com>  
Date: 23 Mar 2017 5:29 p.m.  
Subject: Voting details
To: <Nc2016_2017@csi-india.org>
Cc: <Evoting@nsdl.co.in>

Sir, I have not received voting details. Pls send the same.
Regards
Nishikant Rai

Sent from RediffmailNG on Android

From: c komal <komal@jimsindia.org>
Date: Fri, Mar 24, 2017 at 1:02 PM
Subject: Reg- E voting details
To: evoting@nsdl.co.in
Cc: ns2016_2017@csi-india.org

This is to inform you that I haven't received the eVoting details.
Name : C.Komalavalli
Mem No : N1083702
Institutional Nominee Member

Nishikant - Rai <nishikant_g@rediffmail.com>
to Nc2016_2017, Evoting

Sir, I have not received voting details. Pls send the same.
Regards
Nishikant Rai

Rozario David <rozario.pdy@gmail.com>

I have not received evoting details. Please resend.
Member no. 00056884
alternate email: rozario_pdy@dataone.in
Dharmender Kumar' via Nomination Committee 2016_2017
to evoting

Dear sir

    i did not receive evoting detail for the election. please send these details
Regards
Dharmender Kumar
(Membership No.: 00175071)

Dr. Dharmender Kumar Associate Professor Department of Computer Science & Engineering
Guru Jambheshwar University of Science & Technology, Hisar Haryana (India) Phone:
9416080067 email- dharm_india@yahoo.com
Sir,

I request you to kindly send my e-voting details at the earliest. My membership no is 01080731

Girdhar Gopal <ggl1312@rediffmail.com>

dear sir/madam
my self girdhar gopal ladha life time member of CSI. I have not got the e-voting details. please send the details.
thanks

Avik Bose <avikbose@hotmail.com>

Pls. resend e-voting details for forthcoming CSI election.

Name : Avik Bose
Membership # : 10006189
Type : Life member

Regards,
Avik
+91-9820104329

Rajesh Saini <rajesh_k_saini@hotmail.com>

Reference trailing mail.

I would like to bring to your kind notice that I have not yet received the credentials for CSI election though I have updated my profile well in time. With the result, I am not able to participate in the election process. Please provide the login/password by return mail.

Thanks
Rajesh Kumar Saini

Rabin Boro' via Nomination Committee 2016_2017
SIR,
KINDLY ARRANGE TO SEND ME THE VOTING DETAILS
THANKS
DEVESH KUMAR SRIVASTAVA,
alternate email
deveshair@gmail.com
0007995(KINDLY VERIFY)
9452785186(M)
A-335 SHANTIPURAM ALLAHABAD-211013
OLD ADDRESS
23/47/97
ALLAPUR
ALLAHABAD-211016

Doraiswamy Venkatarajan <dvrajan@hotmail.com>
to nc2016_2017

Sir.
I have not received e-voting details. Pl. Send the same at the earliest.
Thanks and Regards
VENKATARAJAN